
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME DU LAC 29 January 2020 
STUDENT SENATE  Meeting Agenda 

I. Opening Prayer, Patrick McGuire, Student Body Vice President 

II. Roll Call 

III. Approval of Minutes 

a. A Conversation on Action Items Following Walk the Walk Week 

b. A Conversation on Constituent Engagement 

IV. Executive Announcements 

a. Patrick- I want to take a moment to acknowledge the passing of AnneRose Jerry. I am 

sure we have all been and will continue to be touched by her life. I know that there are 

people who will continue to grieve, so keep that in mind in your conversations and 

actions in the upcoming week. Also, the UCC and Campus Ministry are available for 

individuals who need their services.  

b. SO1920-26 - A resolution to remove a redundant clause. It is a straightforward 

amendment so I reccomend we move this into new business.  

c. Election Postponement Resolution - I am going to reccomend we move this into 

general orders as well.  

V. General Orders 

a. Presentation on the Center for Student Support and Care, Margaret Morgan, Director 

of the Center for Student Support and Care 

i. Margaret Morgan: This is a new center but in general the services we offer 

aren’t new. You may be familiar with some of the services, but we launched 

our new components and services in January. We have been named Sara Bea 

Accessibility Services as of January and we hope to provide comprehensive and 
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holistic care for students and offer ways to support students in all facets of 

their life. We already see 1,000 students per year so it is not only for a few 

students. We cover many areas including mobility needs and learning needs in 

the classroom. A goal moving forward is seeing where we can increase that. 

Right now we are housing in the academy. We have two care and wellness 

consultants right now, and they do case management with students. There is 

one for Arts and Letters and another for Science, Engineering, and Business. 

We have standard services such as a testing center and campus education for 

students with disabilities as well as Care and Wellness consultants for 

individual case management. They are able to help students navigate their 

unique situations and provide solutions for students who are having trouble in 

classes. We provide an individualized process so it’s not counseling or an 

ongoing relationship. Rather, we make a plan or strategy two to three times 

and have a solutions-based plan to help students thrive. We also consult with 

faculty, staff, and students when a person is concerned about another student. 

It may be anonymous. We also do education and workshops. Our new goal is 

the Outreach and Support Program. What we have noticed is there are 

subgroups who need more support and attention. When a student is 

withdrawing for mental health reasons and then return to campus, they often 

struggle to return to campus and need extra attention. We hold a welcome 

back orientation, intentional outreaches, workshops, and community building 

for this group. We are supporting students on the spectrum, is this mentorship 
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or community-building opportunities. What are pockets of student groups 

that can use extra attention? How do we offer skill-building workshops with 

time management or having hard conversations? There are also academic 

coaches or life coaches for all aspects of a student’s experience. That is our 

vision. Our mission is Consult, Assess, Offer resources, and Education. If you 

do not want to go to the UCC, you can see a care consultant to ensure 

someone has resources offered to them. Our number one partners are the 

academy as we get calls from professors and deans frequently, so it is nice for 

the faculty to have a place to share their concerns. To navigate mental health 

concerns, think of us as support or simply to get advice to support others. We 

are never going to tell you a line by line script, but we will tell you that you 

don’t need to be an expert. There is a line in Greys Anatomy that “people are 

better than no people.” Words and reaching out is better than not reaching 

out. You can still show up messy. We want to have tools and make space for 

nonjudgemental conversation to listen and talk to someone, express concern 

and caring, listen, reflect, ask questions, consult, and follow up. Signs of 

distress can be divided into emotional, physical, and behavioral. You may see 

more physical signs of distress than the others, but pay attention to all signs. 

We get lots of calls on missing activities or slipping grades. What do you do if 

you notice these things? Share your observation, schedule a meeting, express 

concern and caring, listen well, and consider a consultation.  It is good to give 

an example when you are expressing concern so that you are acting out of 
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concern and not judgment. I want all students to feel empowered to act as a 

bystander to help and protect a friend. Something more urgent is feelings of 

hopelessness or talk of suicide. Please talk to a professional for resources. Then, 

it is an emergency is if someone threatens to hurt themself, and follow up 

protocol should be enacted immediately. Other resources on campus include 

the UCC, McWell, Graduate student life, Campus Ministry, Title IX, the 

Family Resource Center, or NDPD. The Family Resource Center is for all 

students who are parenting. Contact me at mmorgan2@nd.edu to have 

meetings or doing presentations to be a resource.  

ii. Thomas Davis- Do St. Mary’s and Holy Cross have the availability to come 

here or have counseling resources comparable to Notre Dame?  

iii. Margaret Morgan- I am not aware of their case management program but I 

know they have counseling services and campus ministry.  

iv. Megan O’Gorman: Is Flanner the home for Sara Bea?  

v. Margaret Morgan- Right now, we are the first 2 floors of Flanner and then will 

be moving to COMO this summer.   

vi. Patrick- As student leaders, what are one or two ways to get the word out to 

support your mission?  

vii.Margaret Morgan - Referrals would be wonderful as well as inviting us in to do 

trainings in your dorm which is a huge part of our mission. It would be great 

to think of ways that will help us spread that message.  

viii. James Bayton- Do you do dorm trainings?  
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ix. Margaret Morgan - Yes, absolutely. We also do training for hall staff.  

b. A Follow-Up Conversation on Senate Effectiveness  

i. Patrick- I want to follow up on our conversation from last week of engaging 

our communities on things they are passionate about. I really like Sam’s 

comment on reaching out beyond the self-correcting nature of Student Gov 

for writing Resolutions and I am wondering if anyone had those 

conversations?  

c. Shea Murphy- Yes, I sent out a survey, and people went to the Senate website to look 

at past resolutions and statements to learn more about what Senate does and to inspire 

feedback about resolutions. We have Facebook and slack in our dorm to 

communicate. At Hall Council, I mentioned it to everyone.  

d. Patrick- That is a great idea, and I think it is feasible for everyone to do. Did people 

have specific issues?  

e. Shea Murphy - People mentioned sustainability, especially for Modern Market 

containers, and safety, for instance, there is not a guard by the bookstore at night and it 

is not well lit which has concerned people. 

f. Megan O’Gorman- We are having an issue of delivery men being on the floor before 

parientals. It is annoying that Res Life is not following the rules that they are enforcing 

for students. 

g. James Bathon- Are they part of housekeeping or workers? 

h. Megan O’Gorman- Workers.  
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i. Patrick- We can set up a meeting with Residental Life to figure out our options with 

that. One of the things about Senate is that we have the power of resolutions and the 

power before Resolutions to discuss issues. We have the capacity to schedule meetings 

with administrators to get you into those spaces. If you have difficulty, we can work on 

resolutions.  

j. Jack- Sustainability is a huge thing. In Alumni, we have lots of trash spaces without 

Recycling which is a problem. Also, a hot button topic is Residential life.  

k. Carissa Salamatin- A big issue is how many people believe that ND doesn’t recycle. 

Some people are in the library and see recycling put in the trash.  

l. Patrick - We have to be very specific about what we throw out. We should bring 

Juliette into this conversation. We don’t have single-stream recycling anymore which is 

great.  

m. Elizabeth Hugues- In light of adding Johnson Family Hall, there is no diagonal 

sidewalk between Mod Quad to Debart. I’m sure there is a reason why the quad 

doesn’t have a sidewalk.  

n. Jackson Oxler- Can we also say something why Mod Quad always floods? 

o. Patrick - We should have a starting meeting getting information on it and what we can 

do.  

p. Sam Cannova- Some friends have brought up Blue Lights and if we can bring more to 

campus. Also, lighting up the walkway between DPAC and Eddy St.  

q. Patrick- I will follow up on the best ways to address that.  
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r. Keegan McArdle- St. Mary’s lake is the most poorly lit place on campus. There are no 

lights there and that should be addressed.  

s. Henry Bergstrom- People have mentioned student empowerment, and if every person 

has agreed to end parientals, they don’t think it would end it even if all of the students 

support it. How can we change the sense of efficacy to effect change? 

t.  Spencer Koehl- People have talked about poor landscaping on Mod Quad. That is a 

concern that a lot of people have voiced.  

u. Nicole Marsinkus- We should also set up a program for ride shares to the airport to 

and from campus over breaks.  

v. Patrick- That’s something that our department of Tech Innovation has been working 

on and I will let you know when it drops.  

w. Erin Fennessy - Access to feminine products. I was going to the bathroom in Knott 

and there was a tampon dispensary for money. Is there a way to have these products 

for free? 

x. Patrick - Our department of Gender Relations has been working on that, and there is a 

pilot on free menstrual products in various buildings on campus. Senate can have a 

resolution supporting the effort. 

y. Meg Brinkman- Someone in my dorm was concerned that she doesn’t know what to 

do in an active shooter situation. Communication with NDPD would help. 

z. Patrick- We will bring that up at the police meeting next month.  

aa. Karen Kennedy - They have sent an email to the student body about what to do, but I 

am not sure if it was during your tenure.  
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bb. Ashley Burkholder - My dorm had a presentation about what to do in a shooter 

situation which was very helpful.  

cc. Patrick- Feel free to keep this conversation going, and we have a lot to work off of for 

the rest of the semester. Keep an eye out for your constituents. I am very grateful that 

you have all done this.  

dd. Thomas Davis- I have office hours from 11-2 pm so feel free to come to speak with me.  

ee. Karen Kennedy- I reccomend that you reach out to an office to have a conversation 

and gain insight so that the resolution is more informed.  

VI. New Business 

a. SO1920-26: A Resolution to Remove a Redundant Clause -  

i. Moved to General Orders 

ii. Read by Mike from Carroll, member of FUEL - Campus Tech and Innovation 

has a redundant clause  

b. SO1920-27: A Resolution to Amend the Constitution of the Undergraduate Student 

Body to Empower Student Clubs 

c. SO1920-28: A Resolution to Suspend the Constitution of the Undergraduate Student 

Body to Postpone Student Body Elections to Grieve the Loss of Annrose Jerry 

i. Moved to General Orders  

ii. Keegan - When was it supposed to happen? 

iii. Jackson- What date does this put the runoff election?  

iv. Patrick- This does not specify, but we believe one week later.  
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v. Jackson- Isn’t JPW Feb 14th - 16th? If you move into a runoff election, then 

wouldn’t this interfere? 

vi. Halena Hadi - The whole clause is suspended so we could have the runoff any 

day.  

vii. Keegan McArdle- Should we choose a specific date? It could become 

confusing or arbitrary.  

viii. Halena Hadi - It is written in the constitution year by year. Judicial 

Council will take this into consideration and I would be open to suggestions.  

ix. James Bathon- I think the dates should be solidified now as it is beneficial for 

the students who are campaigning.  

x. Halena Hadi- Looking at my calendar, campaigning begins on the 4th and we 

have a meeting with the candidates on the 3rd. The primary election is 

scheduled for the 12th, so the third is the candidate’s meeting. The 10th is the 

student body Debate. Sunday 16th is the runoff date, and Monday is the 

runoff election. We can move the debate to the 9th, move the election date to 

Tuesday the 11th, and have the runoff be completed by the 13th before JPW.  

xi. Sam Cannova - Also, we can start campaigning, then stop for JPW, then 

resume on Sunday after the weekend. Is this possible?  

xii.Halena Hadi- The runoff election is usually soon after. In order to win, you 

need the majority of the votes. If we don’t pass the resolution today, then 

campaigning is supposed to start before the next meeting. 

xiii. Patrick- It would be the 11th and the 13th for the two elections.  
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xiv. Karen Kennedy- This vote is not deciding it.  

d. SS1920-06: A Resolution Formally Requesting Unclassified Documents from the 

Division of Student Affairs Pertinent to the ID Card Access Policy 

e. SS1920-11: A Resolution Addressing Concerns Regarding the First Year of Studies 

Academic Program 

VII. Announcements 

VIII. Feb 7th is McGlinn’s Casino Night  

IX. Dunne Film Festival  

X. Keenan Review Tickets sold today! 

XI. SUB is having a free country concert this weekend  

XII. Club Funding Meeting coming up so please talk to one club leader in your dorm to have a 

better perspective on it.  

XIII. Flaherty Food Fights is coming up.  

XIV. McGlinn and Keough teaching mass coming up in Feb 

XV. Adjournment  

 

 


